Closing Remarks

It has been my purpose throughout this book to make the things I presented appear self-evident. If somebody looks at my drawings and complains that their message is too obvious to be published, I will consider my efforts successful.

At the time of this writing I have, of course, no idea how much of what I write here will prove correct.

I am very confident that most of my methodology will survive: the idea of reaching, the idea of surprise, the principle of overwhelming odds, the logistic considerations dealing with local knowledge, and others. I am optimistic, in general, since my assumptions are not outlandish. After the dust settles, and after what I wrote here is re-worked to square with the facts, I assume the theoretical methods I have sketched out here will still be around.

It has cast a shadow over the development of neuroscience that the massively productive two-way interaction between theory and experiment, which is the engine driving the success of physics, chemistry, and molecular biology, is all but absent in brain research. But there is no good reason why this should be so; and if my book can improve the interaction, even a little bit, its goals will have been achieved.
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